Lipids and drugs of abuse.
Drug abuse continues to take an enormous economic and social toll on the world. Among the costs are reduced productivity, increased need for medical services and stress on families. Treatments that allow affected individuals to reduce compulsive drug use are lacking and novel approaches to their development will likely come from increased understanding of the consequences of chronic exposure to reinforcing drugs. The purpose of this review is to explore the role of lipids in drug abuse and to present a rationale for an increased focus on the interactions between drugs of abuse and lipids in the brain. Small molecular weight lipids function as neuromodulators in the brain and, as such, play a role in the synaptic plasticity that occurs following exposure to drugs of abuse. In addition, the membrane lipid bilayer consists of lipid subdomains and emerging evidence suggests that protein function can be altered by transient associations with these subdomains. Finally, lipidomics is a very new field devoted to the exploration of changes in cellular lipid constituents during phenotypic alterations. Enhanced research in all of these areas will likely provide useful insights into and, perhaps, therapeutic targets for the treatment of drug abuse.